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Cutting Edge Intel and C4I
NPS is the first non-operational site to receive the joint Global Command and Control System (GCCS), allowing students to
actively participate in actual Fleet and field exercises and operations with state-of-the-art battlespace awareness, while also
supporting student and faculty research.
Capt. Mike Coleman worked on how to protect the GCCS from information overload using an automated software analysis
tool. Another thesis, by Lt. D. Conlee - “Satellite Image Display and Processing with Microcomputers” - is currently being
used by the Fleet Navy Oceanographic Data Distribution System (NODDS). Lt. George Greenway and Computer Science
Professor Man-Tak Shing are designing and building a signals collection, direction finding and analysis system using all-
COTS components. And, as we have seen, the global satellite communications system that distributes enhanced intelligence
imagery to ships throughout the Fleet - CHALLENGE ATHENA - was developed by Lt. Cmdr. John Hearing while an
officer student at NPS.
The environmental intelligence research of NPS eanography Professors Roland Garwood, Albert Semtner, Robin
Tokmakian and others has developed predictive, visualizable ocean models from global to littoral and even turbulence
scales. According to Garwood, by the year 2020 global ocean forecasts, integrated with worldwide atmospheric prediction
models updated with near-real-time remote/satellite and in-situ data, will be able to predict and visualize surface ocean
currents up to two weeks into the future - compared to out to only six days today. Already, sea-monitoring satellites, like
QuikScat, are able to collect data in a 1,000+-mile swath, covering 90 percent of the Earth’s surface daily. Obvious
applications include optimal ship routing and tactical mission support.
Of particular relevance to surface ships is the thesis of Lt. Cmdr. Brian Connon, who married a MARIAH-like shipboard
environmental sensor suite and a METCAST meteorological data and information product distribution system via the
Automated Digital Network System (ADNS) to provide small ships with the first constantly updatable METOC intelligence
capability.
NPS also specializes in littoral acoustics research, through its Ocean Acoustic Observatory, Innovative Coastal-Ocean
Observing Network, Synoptic Analysis and Forecasting Laboratory, and Interactive Digital Environmental Analysis (IDEA)
Laboratory, among others. “The Ocean Acoustic Observatory is a national treasure - like a ‘Hubble Telescope’ of the seas -
that could only have been achieved by the Naval Postgraduate School,” said facility manager Chris Miller.
Advanced research on atmospheric intelligence is supported by six NPS laboratories serving the Department of Meteorology
- the Interactive Digital Environmental Analysis (IDEA) Lab, Remote Sensing Lab, Numerical Modeling Lab,
Synoptic/Mesoscale Analysis and Forecasting Lab, Tropical and Monsoon Lab, and Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Lab.
The NPS Center for Reconnaissance, directed by Electrical Engineering Professor John Powers, focuses on the naval
applications of optical devices, fiber optics and fiber lasers, acousto-optics, scalar-wave diffraction, acoustic imaging,
optical and image signal processing, electronic warfare, and weapons systems analysis. The School also has Joint C4I and
Intel Information Management curricula; a Signal Intelligence Center and a Signal Enhancement Laboratory to improve
antenna performance and the signal-to-noise ratio at radio receiving sites; a unique radar laboratory with over 15 different
instrumented radar systems; an advanced C4ISR Systems Technology Laboratory with near-real-time access to a Global
Command and Control suite and the Joint Defense Intelligence Support System (JDIS); and two Sensitive Compartmented
Information level laboratories.
NPS also has a number of research programs devoted to detecting, identifying, classifying, and defending ships against sea
mines, an effort which has become more critical given the Navy’s post-Cold War emphasis on littoral operations. Operations
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optimal search method for specific mine clearance operations. The thesis of Lt. David Romberger, one of his students, on
this subject was distributed to the entire mine warfare community by the Naval Coastal Systems Center, in 1997. Lt. Sean
Fitzpatrick and Maj. Patrick Hall, USMC, researched the problem of detecting mines buried in surf zone sediments and
beaches under the direction of the current Chair of Mine Warfare, Professor Thomas Muir.
The School also has an ongoing advanced research program on remotely controlled, autonomous and semi-autonomous
underwater vehicles, which can be used for mine hunting. NPS co-sponsors and hosts a major international conference on
“Technology and the Mine Problem,” pioneered by former Mine Warfare Chair, Professor Albert Bottoms, addressing both
sea and land mines, every year and a half.
The best way to defend a vessel is for it not to be detected in the first place. Three other important and related forms of ship
defense are therefore electromagnetic signature reduction, signature management, and designing new ships from the keel up
with built-in stealth characteristics. NPS has ongoing research in all three areas. In the future, based on faculty-student
research, highly visible antennae - key ship identifiers to hostile forces - will be minimized or even eliminated by building
phased array antennas into the hull and superstructure of the ship. Infrared detectors, used heavily in night operations, hone
in on heat. NPS therefore has an active research effort devoted to ship infrared signature reduction. Professor Knox Millsaps
is working on stack cooling. Professor Thomas Hofler and his students are perfecting an innovative way to remove tell-tale
waste heat from a ship’s electrical and power systems and turn it into refrigeration to meet all shipboard cooling needs using
high-intensity sound waves. Such thermoacoustic refrigeration is simple and inexpensive, has no moving parts, and is
entirely environmentally friendly, producing no chlorofluorocarbons or toxic chemicals to harm the environment.
Securing the Navy's Furute in the Ocean-Space Continuum
